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DETAILED ACTION

Priority

1 . Receipt is acknowledged of papers submitted under 35 U.S.C. 1 1 9(a)-(d), which

papers have been placed of record in the file.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC §112

2. The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly

claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.

3. Claims 1-3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 1 12, second paragraph, as being

indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which

applicant regards as the invention.

Claims 1 and 2 disclose "clock generation means for generating a clock having a

basic period", "a frequency of the clock outputted from said clock generation means",

and "frequency of a clock outputted", which are unrealizable. A clock generation means

would produce a clock signal, but not an actual clock. Further, it is the clock signal that

would have a basic period, not any sort of clock itself.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

4. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set

forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
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the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the

invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

5. Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Zhou (US

Patent 5,798,753) in view of Tachiuchi (US 4,839,739).

Regarding claim 1: Zhou discloses an image processing apparatus (figure 7 of

Zhou) comprising central processing means (figure 7(24) of Zhou) for conducting

operation control of the whole image processing apparatus (column 3, lines 49-52 of

Zhou).

Said apparatus further comprises setting means (figure 7(52) of Zhou) for storing

control information specified by said central processing means (column 7, lines 4-8 and

column 1 1 , lines 20-22 of Zhou).

Said apparatus further comprises image input connection means (figure 7(54) of

Zhou) for receiving predetermined data from an external device (column 1 1 , lines 8-15

of Zhou).

Said apparatus further comprises a plurality of image processing means (figure 4

(406A,406B,406C,406D) of Zhou) for converting parallel image data inputted from said

iniagejnpulcgnnection means (column 6, line 67 to column 7Jine 8 of Zhou) to serial

image data (column 7, lines 23-27 of Zhou), said plurality of image processing means

being provided respectively in asso^^

7, lines 16-22 of Zhou). The parallel processing is performed to produce a resultant

color image (column 7, lines 23-27 of Zhou), said color image being inherently serial

image data since said color image data is output to a single output device (figure 7(58A)

and column 11, lines 14-17 of Zhou).
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Said apparatus further comprises image output connection means (figure 7(56)

of Zhou) for transferring the serial image data (column 1 1 , lines 2-4 of Zhou) to an

external device (figure 7(58A)and column 11, lines 14-17 of Zhou).

Zhou does not disclose expressly clock generation means for generating a clock

signal having a basic period equivalent to that of a pixel or less; a plurality of variable

frequency generation means for adjusting a frequency of the clock signal outputted from

said clock generation means to a predetermined level independently of each other,

based on the control information specified by said central processing means, said

plurality of variable frequency generation means being provided respectively in

association with a plurality of development colors; and that each of said plurality of

image processing means converts said parallel image data based on a frequency of a

clock signal outputted from associated one of said variable frequency generation

means.

Tachiuchi discloses clock generation means (figure 10(21) of Tachiuchi) for

generating a clock signal (column 6, lines 56-58 of Tachiuchi) having a basic period

equivalent to that of a pixel or less (column 4, lines 23-26 of Tachiuchi). The frequency

WtMlnputl^

generate the binary signal pixel data (column 4, lines 23-26 of Tachiuchi). Said

frequency is taken from the original frequenc^Toft^

(column 6, lines 56-58 of Tachiuchi). Since the frequency of the input signal of the

amplifier is used to generate the binary signal pixel data, the frequency of the oscillator

must inherently have a frequency equivalent to that of a pixel or more. Otherwise, said
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frequency will be too slow to sample the pixel data. Since, as is well known in the art,

frequency (f) is the inverse of the period (T) (T = ~ ), then the basic period of said

generated clock signal is equivalent to that of a pixel or less.

Tachiuchi further discloses a plurality of variable frequency generation means

(figure 2(1 0) and column 7, lines 27-32 of Tachiuchi) for adjusting a frequency of the

clock signal outputted from said clock generation means (column 3, lines 65 to column

4, line 1 of Tachiuchi) to a predetermined level (column 3, lines 62-65 of Tachiuchi).

Since the individual circuit are used for each of a plurality of colors (column 7, lines 27-

32 of Tachiuchi), said frequencies of each color are therefore adjusted independently of

each other. Said frequencies are adjusted based on the control information specified by

a central processing means (figure 2(1 1 ) and column 3, lines 65-68 of Tachiuchi). Said

plurality of variable frequency generation means is provided respectively in association

with a plurality of development colors (column 7, lines 27-32 of Tachiuchi).

Tachiuchi further discloses converting each color of the image data based on a

frequency of a clock signal outputted from the variable frequency generation means

,,(column 4, lines 8: 1 2 and lines 17-23 of Tachiuch[).

Zhou and Tachiuchi are combinable because they are from the same field of

-endeavorrnamefy-d^ At the time of the

invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to generate

a clock signal with a basic period equivalent to that of a pixel or less, as taught by

Tachiuchi. The motivation for doing so would have been that such a signal is necessary

for inputting and binarizing image data since the frequency of said signal can affect how
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the image data is binarized (column 4, lines 23-26 of Tachiuchi). Further, at the time of

the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use

each the plurality of variable frequency generation means taught by Tachiuchi

respectively for each of the parallel processed colors taught by Zhou. Since each color

is processed separately and in parallel according to the teachings of Zhou (column 7,

lines 12-22 of Zhou), a separate variable frequency generation means would be

required for each color, which would further result in each color of the parallel image

data being processed based on the associated one of the plurality of variable frequency

generation means. The motivation for doing so would have been that each color has

different characteristics (figure 14 and column 7, lines 58-62 of Tachiuchi) and can

therefore be handled separately of each other (column 7, lines 62-65 of Tachiuchi).

Therefore, it would have been obvious to combine Tachiuchi with Zhou to obtain the

invention as specified in claim 1.

6. Claims 2-3 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Zhou

(US Patent 5,798,753) in view of Tachiuchi (US 4,839,739) and Bianchi (US Patent

5;898;509)7 ~———
Regarding claim 2: Zhou discloses an image processing apparatus (figure 7 of

Zhou) comprising central processing means (figure 7(24) of Zhou) for conducting
-

operation control of the whole image processing apparatus (column 3, lines 49-52 of

Zhou).
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Said apparatus further comprises setting means (figure 7(52) of Zhou) for storing

control information specified by said central processing means (column 7, lines 4-8 and

column 11, lines 20-22 of Zhou).

Said apparatus further comprises image input connection means (figure 7(54) of

Zhou) for receiving predetermined data from an external device (column 1 1 , lines 8-15

of Zhou).

Said apparatus further comprises a plurality of image processing means (figure 4

(406A,406B,406C,406D) of Zhou) for converting parallel image data inputted from said

image input connection means (column 6, line 67 to column 7, line 8 of Zhou) to serial

image data (column 7, lines 23-27 of Zhou), said plurality of image processing means

being provided respectively in association with all development colors (column 7, lines

16-22 of Zhou). The parallel processing is performed to produce a resultant color image

(column 7, lines 23-27 of Zhou), said color image being inherently serial image data

since said color image data is output to a single output device (figure 7(58A) and

column 11, lines 14-17 of Zhou).

Said apparatus further comprises image output connection means (figure 7(56)

T5f^fi5uffo^

external device (figure 7(58A) and column 11, lines 14-17 of Zhou).

Zhou does not disclose expressly clock generation means for generating a clock
-

signal having a basic period equivalent to that of a pixel or less; a plurality of variable

frequency generation means for adjusting a frequency of the clock signal outputted from

said clock generation means to a predetermined level independently of each other,
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based on the control information specified by said central processing means, said

plurality of variable frequency generation means being provided respectively in

association with development colors other than one predetermined color; and that each

of said plurality of image processing means converts said parallel image data based on

a frequency of the clock signal outputted from said clock generation means and a

frequency of a clock signal outputted from associated one of said variable frequency

generation means by taking the frequency of the clock outputted from the clock

generation means as a reference.

Tachiuchi discloses clock generation means (figure 10(21 ) of Tachiuchi) for

generating a clock signal (column 6, lines 56-58 of Tachiuchi) having a basic period

equivalent to that of a pixel or less (column 4, lines 23-26 of Tachiuchi). The frequency

of the input signal of the amplifier (column 4, lines 17-23 of Tachiuchi) is used to

generate the binary signal pixel data (column 4, lines 23-26 of Tachiuchi). Said

frequency is taken from the original frequency of the oscillator, which is then divided

(column 6, lines 56-58 of Tachiuchi). Since the frequency of the input signal of the

amplifier is used to generate the binary signal pixel data, the frequency of the oscillator

mustinherently have a frequency equivalent to-that-of a-pixe

frequency will be too slow to sample the pixel data. Since, as is well known in the art,

frequency (f) is the inverse of the period (T) (
T =

y
), then the basic period of said

generated clock signal is equivalent to that of a pixel or less.

Tachiuchi further discloses a plurality of variable frequency generation means

(figure 2(1 0) and column 7, lines 27-32 of Tachiuchi) for adjusting a frequency of the
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clock signal outputted from said clock generation means (column 3, lines 65 to column

4, line 1 of Tachiuchi) to a predetermined level (column 3, lines 62-65 of Tachiuchi).

Since the individual circuit are used for each of a plurality of colors (column 7, lines 27-

32 of Tachiuchi), said frequencies of each color are therefore adjusted independently of

each other. Said frequencies are adjusted based on the control information specified by

a central processing means (figure 2(11) and column 3, lines 65-68 of Tachiuchi). Said

plurality of variable frequency generation means is provided respectively in association

with a plurality of development colors (column 7, lines 27-32 of Tachiuchi).

Tachiuchi further discloses converting each color of the image data based on a

frequency of a clock signal outputted from the variable frequency generation means

(column 4, lines 8-12 and lines 17-23 of Tachiuchi).

Zhou and Tachiuchi are combinable because they are from the same field of

endeavor, namely digital image data generation and processing. At the time of the

invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to generate

a clock signal with a basic period equivalent to that of a pixel or less, as taught by

Tachiuchi. The motivation for doing so would have been that such a signal is necessary

-foriffpTJttiflg^dW

the image data is binarized (column 4, lines 23-26 of Tachiuchi). Further, at the time of

the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art to use

the variable frequency generation means taught by Tachiuchi respectively for each of

the parallel processed colors taught by Zhou. Since each color is processed separately

and in parallel according to the teachings of Zhou (column 7, lines 12-22 of Zhou), a
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separate variable frequency generation means would be required for each color, which

would further result in each color of the parallel image data being processed based on

the associated one of the plurality of variable frequency generation means. The

motivation for doing so would have been that each color has different characteristics

(figure 14 and column 7, lines 58-62 of Tachiuchi) and can therefore be handled

separately of each other (column 7, lines 62-65 of Tachiuchi). Therefore, it would have

been obvious to combine Tachiuchi with Zhou.

Zhou in view of Tachiuchi does not disclose expressly that said plurality of

variable frequency generation means is provided in association with development colors

other than one predetermined color; and that said parallel image data is converted

based on a frequency of the clock signal outputted from said clock generation means

and a frequency of a clock signal outputted from associated one of said variable

frequency generation means by taking the frequency of the clock signal outputted from

the clock generation means as a reference.

Bianchi discloses that the weakest channel determines the overall cycle time

(column 6, lines 10-12 of Bianchi). The other channels are variably set using the cycle

time~of the weakest channel as a reference (column 6, lines44--1-7~of~Bianchi)

Therefore, the cycle time for the weakest channel is set to a constant, reference value

(column 6, lines 10-14 of Bianchi), and the other channels are independentlysefbased^

on said reference value (column 6, lines 14-17 of Bianchi). The cycle time (T) inversely

relates to the frequency (f) since, as is well-known in the art, T = y . Therefore, setting

a reference cycle time inherently set a reference frequency, and variably setting other
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cycle times based on said reference cycle time inherently sets frequencies based on

said reference frequency.

Zhou in view of Tachiuchi is combinable with Bianchi because they are from the

same field of endeavor, namely digital image data generation and processing. At the

time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art

to set one channel as a reference channel for the cycle time and set the cycle times of

the other channels based on said reference cycle time, as taught by Bianchi. Therefore,

there would be no need for a variable frequency generation means for one

predetermined color, namely the color that requires a longer cycle time than the other

colors. The frequency of the clock signal outputted from said clock generation means

would correspond to the frequency of the reference channel (color). Therefore, the

frequencies of the clock signals outputted from their associated variable frequency

generation means would be determined by taking the frequency of the clock signal

outputted from the clock generation means as a reference. The motivation for doing so

would have been that the maximum and minimum light intensities at the CCD may be

different for one color band than for another color band (column 1 , lines 51-53 of

Bianchi) and therefore parameters, such as the clock cycle time, must be adjusted to—

maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (column 1, lines 56-58 of Bianchi). Therefore, it

would have been obvious to combine Bianchi with Zhou in view of TacrTiuchi toobtaim

the invention as specified in claim 2.

Regarding claim 3: Zhou discloses that said central processing means has

control information to control at least one of the processing operation of said plurality of
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image processing means and the frequency adjusting operation of said variable

frequency generation means (column 7, lines 4-8 and column 1 1 , lines 20-22 of Zhou).

Said plurality of image processing means operate according to the scale factor stored in

the scale factor register (column 7, lines 4-8 of Zhou), which is controlled by said central

processing means since said central processing means controls the color conversion

processing (column 1 1 , lines 20-22 of Zhou) and the overall operation of the device

(column 3, lines 49-52 of Zhou).

Zhou in view of Tachiuchi does not disclose expressly that said plurality of image

processing means are adapted to conduct image addition/removal processing

operation.

Bianchi discloses conducting an image addition/removal processing operation

(column 3, lines 31-37 of Bianchi). The DUMP operation of the CCD takes the charges

that have collected due to the addition of image data (column 3, lines 35-37 of Bianchi),

and transfers said charges to an analog shift register (column 3, lines 31-33 of Bianchi),

thus initializing the CCD cells (column 3, lines 33-34 of Bianchi).

Zhou in view of Tachiuchi is combinable with Bianchi because they are from the

same field of endeavor, namely digital image data generation and processing. At the

time of the invention, it would have been obvious to a person of ordinary skill in the art

to include the DUMP operation taught by Bianchi as parfofthe operation ofsaicl image

processing apparatus. The motivation for doing so would have been to clear the image

data memory so that more image data can be processed by said image processing

apparatus (column 3, lines 35-37 of Bianchi). Therefore, it would have been obvious to
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combine Bianchi with Zhou in view of Tachiuchi to obtain the invention as specified in

claim 3.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to James A Thompson whose telephone number is 703-

305-6329. The examiner can normally be reached on 8:30AM-5:00PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, David K Moore can be reached on 703-308-7452. The fax phone number

for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). ..
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